Beginner Music Apps for iPad and iPhone

**The Wheels on the Bus**
Created by parents, “The Wheels on the Bus” is a fun, interactive musical book, based on the popular children’s song. Come aboard the bus to spin the wheels, open and close the doors, swish the wipers, pop some bubbles, make a dog bark, and much more! Delight your children while encouraging cognitive, language, and motor development. [...] 

**ABC Song Piano**
Brought to you by the creators of the award-winning apps “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star Piano” and “Old MacDonald Piano”. Featured on Huffington Post, iPhone Life Magazine, Babble.com, iLounge, etc. All your child has to do is press the piano keys & sing along to our ABC Song: discover the alphabet from Ant to [...] 

**Baa Baa Black Sheep**
Created by parents, “Baa Baa Black Sheep – by Duck Duck Moose” is a modern take on two classic children’s songs: Baa Baa Black Sheep and Row Your Boat. “Baa Baa Black Sheep” features an educational puzzle activity: – Find objects in the different scenes (e.g., apple). – Match the objects to the shape in [...] 

**Old MacDonald**
Created by parents, “Old MacDonald – by Duck Duck Moose” is a musical book with 15 colorful pages of fully interactive, original illustrations. Delight your children while encouraging cognitive, language, and motor development: – Sing and read with your children. – Listen to the song in English, Spanish, French, German, and Italian. – Record your [...] 

**Itsy Bitsy Spider**
Created by parents, “Itsy Bitsy Spider – by Duck Duck Moose” is a musical book based on the popular song, with fully interactive, original illustrations. Follow the spider through the captivating, interconnected scenes as he goes up the water spout, comes down with the rain, and watches the sun dry up all the rain. Delight [...] 

**Mixeroo**
Welcome to Mixeroo – A Musical Mixer For Kids WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING: “My kids played with Mixeroo last night. They loved it. I put it on my aux input and they took turns making mixes in the car for us. Fun Stuff” From a customer review on Appolicious.com “It’s really fun to isolate the [...] 

**Sound Shaker**
This highly intuitive musical app is also incredibly amusing. It lets children create and play with chimes, whistle, drum, barnyard animal and mystery sounds by simply tapping and tilting. Repeated taps generate new sounds, while longer taps grow sounds and trigger surprise animations. Tilting makes sounds spin and collide in whimsical combinations. 

**Sing Sing Together**
SingSing together makes English amusing to first time learners. It also provides opportunity to practice listening and reading skills through many songs and rhythmic actions. This app is for first time preschool and elementary school aged English learners or for English learners who need various activities including chants and songs. 

**Boogie Bopper**
Tickle Tap Apps presents Boogie Bopper, the playful music making game for groovy toddlers. Mini Maestros who love Sound Shaker will also enjoy this musical treat. It’s fun to make animals boogie! Tap the circles to play a familiar song while Jinja the cat or Harvey the dog dance along. Or hear the song played [...] 

For more info go to: [http://a4cwsn.com/?page_id=1372](http://a4cwsn.com/?page_id=1372)
Go to iTunes Apps Store to purchase or download